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Outline

• Why is timing important for LHC experiments? 
• Challenges in the endcap region of CMS 
• Sensor technology, design and performance 
• Modules, readout and services 
• Putting everything together: the ETL detector 
• Outlook
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Why timing, why now?
• High Luminosity → large number of pileup interactions, from <µ>=38 at the end of Run 2 to 

<µ>=200 
• Precision timing information for tracks and vertices helps maintaining physics performance 
• CMS target: time stamps with 30-50ps resolution for every track

• HL-LHC to start in 2029 → 7 years from now!
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Tracks and vertices at the HL-LHC, 
the (probably) most shared illustration 
about high pileup

Timing allows to distinguish vertices at 
same x, y, z. Not attempting to improve 
spatial resolution!
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Physics impact
• Target: Detector with 50ps single hit resolution → ~35ps average time 

resolution with two hits per track (two layer design) 
• Two physics benefits: 

• Pileup mitigation → increase of effective integrated luminosity 
• 4D tracks over large η range → new handles e.g. on long lived particles
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FIG. 1. An event topology with an LLP X decaying into two
light SM particles a and b. A timing layer, at a transverse
distance LT2 away from the beam axis (horizontal gray dotted
line), is placed at the end of the detector volume (shaded
region). The trajectory of a reference SM background particle
is also shown (blue dashed line). The gray polygon indicates
the primary vertex.
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for ith decay products from X and �i ' �SM ' 1. It
is necessary to have prompt particles from production
or decay, or ISR, which arrives at timing layer with the
speed of light, to derive the time of the hard collision at
the primary vertex (to “timestamp” the hard collision).

In Fig. 2, we show typical time delay �t distribution
for CMS MTD for benchmark signals and the back-
grounds. The two benchmark signals considered here
are the glueballs from Higgs boson decays, and the
neutralino and chargino pair production in the Gauge
Mediated SUSY Breaking (GMSB) scenario [2, 3]. Both
the glueballs and lightest neutralino proper lifetimes
are set to have c⌧ = 10 m. The 10 GeV glueballs
have larger average boost comparing to the 50 GeV
glueballs, and hence have a sizable fraction of the signals
with delays less than 1 ns. The GMSB signal is not
boosted and hence significantly delayed compared to the
backgrounds, with more than 70% of the signal having
�t > 1 ns.

Search strategy.— We consider events with at least one
ISR jet to timestamp the PV and one delayed SM object
coming from the LLP decay. We propose two searches
using the time delay information:

LT2 LT1 Trigger ✏trig ✏sig ✏
j
fake Ref.

MTD 1.17 m 0.2 m DelayJet 0.5 0.5 10�3 [12]

MS 10.6 m 4.2 m MS RoI 0.25, 0.5 0.25 5 ⇥ 10�9 [16]

The size of the detector volume is described by transverse
distance to the beam pipe from LT1 to LT2 , where LT2 is

FIG. 2. The di↵erential �t distribution for typical signals
and backgrounds at 13 TeV LHC. The plot is normalized to
the fraction of events per bin with varying bin sizes, in linear
(�t < 1 ns) and logarithmic scale (> 1 ns) respectively. Two
representative signal models are shown with di↵erent masses.
The LLP proper lifetime is set to 10 m, and the distribution
only counts events decayed within [LT1 , LT2 ] of [0.2, 1.17] m
in the transverse direction, following the geometry of CMS
MTD in the barrel region. For the background distribution
shown in gray curves, we assume bunch spacing of 25 ns. The
solid and dashed gray curves represent backgrounds from the
same hard collision vertex and hence with a precision timing
uncertainty of �PT

t = 30 ps and from the pile-up with a spread
of �t = 190 ps, respectively.

the timing layer location and LT1 is the minimal displace-
ment requirement for a analysis. For both searches, we
assume a similar timing resolution of 30 ps. For the MS
search, because of the larger time delay and much less
background due to “shielding” by inner detectors, a time
resolution of 0.2 - 2 ns could achieve a similar physics
reach. The ✏trig, ✏sig and ✏

j
fake are the e�ciencies for trig-

ger, signal selection and a QCD jet faking the delayed
jet signal with pT > 30 GeV in MTD and MS searches,
respectively.

For the MTD search, we assume a new trigger strat-
egy dubbed “DelayJet” using precision timing informa-
tion at CMS. This can be realized by putting a minimal
time delay cut when comparing the prompt timestamping
jet (with pT > 30 GeV) with the arrival time of another
jet (with pT > 30 GeV) at the timing layer. In sup-
plemental material section (d), we describe some of the
recent e↵ort by the experimental collaboration to imple-
ment this in the triggering upgrade.

The MTD signal, after requiring LT1 of 0.2 m, will not
have good tracks associated with it. Hence, the major
SM background is from trackless jets. The jet fake rate
of ✏

j,MTD
fake = 10�3 is estimated using Pythia [20] by simu-

lating the jets with minimal pT of 30 GeV and study the
anti-kt jets with R = 0.4, where all charged constituent
hadrons are too soft (pT < 1 GeV). For comparison with
other studies, see supplemental material section (c).
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egy dubbed “DelayJet” using precision timing informa-
tion at CMS. This can be realized by putting a minimal
time delay cut when comparing the prompt timestamping
jet (with pT > 30 GeV) with the arrival time of another
jet (with pT > 30 GeV) at the timing layer. In sup-
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The MTD signal, after requiring LT1 of 0.2 m, will not
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Get yourself oriented
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Two different detector technologies for  
barrel and endcap: 
• LYSO crystals with SiPM in barrel: Barrel 

Timing Layer (BTL) 
• Ultrafast silicon detectors in endcap: Endcap 

Timing Layer (ETL)

(Almost) hermetic 
coverage up to |η|<3.0
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Challenges in the CMS Endcap
• Occupancy and radiation in the forward parts of CMS → silicon detector 

• Expected dose in forward region almost 30x higher than in barrel 
• Up to 1.6 × 1015 neq/cm2 after 3000/fb at highest η (lowest r) of ETL 
• Very limited space available on the CE nose, coverage 1.6 < |η| < 3.0 

• Allowed z-space (without services) ~45mm
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14 Chapter 1. Overview of the MIP Timing Detector Project

Table 1.3: Nominal radiation doses and fluences at various locations of the timing layers after
3000 fb�1. The last two columns show the radiation levels providing a safety margin of a factor
1.5. The fluence is normalized to 1 MeV neutron equivalent in silicon.

3000 fb�1 1.5⇥3000 fb�1

Region |h| r (cm) z (cm) neq/cm2 Dose (kGy) neq/cm2 Dose (kGy)
Barrel 0.0 116 0 1.65⇥1014 18 2.48⇥1014 27
Barrel 1.15 116 170 1.80⇥1014 25 2.70⇥1014 38
Barrel 1.45 116 240 1.90⇥1014 32 2.85⇥1014 48
Endcap 1.6 127 303 1.5⇥1014 19 2.3⇥1014 29
Endcap 2.0 84 303 3.0⇥1014 50 4.5⇥1014 75
Endcap 2.5 50 303 7.5⇥1014 170 1.1⇥1015 255
Endcap 3.0 31.5 303 1.6⇥1015 450 2.4⇥1015 675

For the BTL, no maintenance access for repairs is possible for the lifetime of the HL-LHC while
the ETL shall be designed to be accessible for repairs in situ and shall be capable of being
removed from the collision hall, repaired, and reinstalled during an extended Technical Stop.

To ensure that the MTD, as a whole, can maintain the required performance through the life-
time of the HL-LHC, each component that will be located in the experimental cavern must be
shown to function properly when exposed to the full expected radiation dose plus the addi-
tional amount corresponding to the safety factor. The silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs) chosen
as the photosensor in the barrel shall maintain a DCR within specifications up to a fluence of
3⇥1014 neq/cm2 and the front-end BTL ASICs shall be radiation tolerant and single event upset
(SEU) compliant to the same fluence. The low gain avalanche detectors (LGADs) chosen as the
sensors in the endcap shall be tolerant to 3⇥1015 neq/cm2 at |h| = 3, and the ETL front-end
ASIC shall be radiation tolerant and SEU compliant also up to 3⇥1015 neq/cm2. When SEUs do
occur, the system must be equipped with proper diagnostics and controls to detect them and
reset them quickly.

1.4 Overview of the MIP Timing Detector design
Mechanical constraints, performance, radiation tolerance, cost, and the upgrade schedule led
to a detector design consisting of a thin layer between the Tracker and the calorimeters, divided
into a barrel (|h| < 1.5) and two endcap sections covering up to |h| = 3.0. The requirements on
the MTD are rather different in the barrel and endcap regions. The radiation environments are
quite dissimilar, with the outer radius of the ETL, ⇡1.2 m, receiving about the same dose as the
highest |h| part of the BTL but the inner radius, at ⇡0.3 m, receiving nearly a factor of 30 more.
Moreover, the surface area of the BTL is about 2.5 times the surface area of the two endcaps.

Five technologies were investigated and studied in dedicated beam tests and radiation expo-
sures, building upon and extending long-standing R&D programs [23–33]. For the BTL, the
best available technology is a crystal scintillator that is read out with SiPMs [23–25], which are
pixelated avalanche photodiodes operating in Geiger breakdown mode. For the ETL, the best
performance is achieved with LGADs [26–28], which are silicon sensors with internal gain of
about 10–30.

The SiPM technology, used in the BTL, is not sufficiently radiation tolerant to work in the
endcap and the cost of instrumenting the barrel with LGADs is prohibitive. The two different
sensors also require rather different front-end ASICs. Moreover, the schedule constraints are
also different. There is less time for development and construction for the BTL, requiring the

Radiation dose and fluences for barrel 
and endcap timing layers
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Ultrafast Sensors
• Low Gain Avalanche Diodes (LGAD): Additional gain layer (multiplication implant) 

• Internal gain proportional to bias voltage 
• Low / moderate gain ~10: low noise, fast slew-rate and fast rising pulse  
• Thin sensors: 50µm depletion region 
• Junction Termination Extension (JTE) reduces electric field at perimeter of pads, 

resulting in no-gain inter-pad gaps. Need to be sufficiently small for large coverage. 
• 1.3 x 1.3 mm2 pixels: moderate capacitance 
• Moved from 16x32 pixel sensor to 16x16 to increase production yield
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Figure 1: HPK 3.1 wafer layout. The blue and red boxes indicate the regions of the wafer populated with 2x2 arrays with
1.3⇥ 1.3mm2 and 1⇥ 3mm2 pad sizes, respectively. The labels P1-P5 indicate columns of sensors tracked within the population
of 1⇥ 3mm2 sensors.

Figure 2: HPK type 3.1 4x4 multi-pad sensor with pad size 1⇥ 3mm2) and a non-metalized surface.

Figure 3: HPK type 3.1 2x2 multi-pad sensor of pad size 1.3⇥ 1.3mm2) without metalized surface (left) and with fully metalized
surface (right).

5

4x4 pixel prototype,

Hamamatsu
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Sensor performance evaluation
• Several facilities at institutes around the world used to study performance 

and sensor characteristics. ETL is a global collaboration! 
• Fermilab test beam (120 GeV protons) 
• Beta source for high volume testing 
• Probe stations for waver-scale uniformity studies and larger scale, fast QC 
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Figure 19: Risetime and time resolution for the 22 sensors as a function of the collected charge at each bias voltage. The
1⇥ 3mm2 pads have a slightly slower risetime due to the larger capacitance, but similar asymptotic time resolution at high
values of charge. The time resolution values shown have been corrected to remove the MCP-PMT contribution of 15 ps.

5.4. Correspondence with probe CV measurements340

A key challenge for the operation of a large scale timing detector is ensuring all pads on each sensor341

can reach the gain needed to achieve the required time resolution with all pads on each sensor constrained342

to operate at the same bias voltage. Due to the long duration and complexity of the measurement, it343

is not possible to characterize each sensor fully using the beta source telescope during the construction344

phase of the detector. However, probe station measurements for a sample of pads on each sensor are a345

practical alternative for sensor quality characterization. Therefore establishing the relationship between346

charge collection and the probe station measurements allows for e�cient LGAD sensor quality control and347

characterization of uniformity. With the goal of establishing that relationship, the 22 sensors included in348

this campaign were characterized using a probe station in the Torino UFSD lab [17].349

Probe station CV measurements can be used to determine the depletion voltage of the gain layer, which350

indicates the concentration of the gain layer dopant. The CV curves for all 22 sensors are shown in Fig. 20351

(left). Sensors which require a larger voltage to deplete the gain layer should have a larger gain at a given352

bias voltage. To quantify the variation in the depletion voltage of the gain layer, we define a CV transition353

voltage where the capacitance crosses a particular threshold: 75 pF (52 pF) for 1⇥ 3mm2 (1.3⇥ 1.3mm2)354

pad sensors. These capacitance thresholds correspond to roughly the midpoint of the steeply falling portions355

of each curve.356

We study the relationship between the CV transition voltage and the operating voltage of each sensor.357

As was observed in Sec. 5.3, a collected charge of 20 fC ensures 30 ps or better time resolution for the sensors358

produced. The operating voltage is taken to be the bias voltage at which the MPV of the collected charge359

reaches 20 fC. In Fig. 20 (right) we show the CV transition voltage versus the operating voltage for each of360

the sensors studied, where we observe a near linear relationship with few outliers. Therefore, it is possible361

to predict the operating voltage to within a few volts based on the measured CV transition voltage. This362

ability will be a crucial tool for designing the bias voltage distribution scheme and performing sensor quality363

control during the production of the ATLAS and CMS timing detectors.364

For reliable operation of a large sensor, the pad with the smallest gain must reach the desired operating365

gain at a bias voltage less than the breakdown voltage of the pad with the largest gain. For the HPK type366

3.1 batch, the di↵erence between the operational bias voltage and the breakdown voltage is approximately367

18

• Leverage diverse set of characterization facilities
1. Fermilab test beam (120 GeV protons): highly detailed information; limited sensor statistics
2. Beta source: high volume testing with MIP signal

LGAD sensor characterization

Beta source: MIP signal available 365 days a year!

Deep understanding of dozens of 
sensors with beta source

Smaller pads (1.7 mm2): CMS geometry

Larger pads (3 mm2): TP geometry 

Ru106 beta “gun” MCP (time ref. & trig.)

LGAD on readout board

Cooling block
Figure 4: A schematic diagram of the test beam setup and FTBF telescope geometry (top) A photo of the experimental setup
and the telescope tracker at FTBF.

Figure 5: The FNAL beta source setup, showing the beta gun, the LGAD readout board mounted on cooling block, and the
MCP-PMT (left). Backside of the cooling block with tungsten pinhole attached (right).
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Details: arXiv:2104.08369 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.08369
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Sensor performance
• HBK prototypes, 4x4 pixel arrays with 1x3mm2 pixel size 
• Uniform time resolution for entire active area of pads observed in test beam 

• Intrinsic sensor resolution 30ps 
• Remarkable good agreement of collected charge measurements in test beam and beta 

source 
• Test beam measurements confirm laser TCT measured size of inter-pad gap (non-active 

area), gaps < 80µm specified for ETL 
• Verified that MIP response can be predicted from CV probe station measurements → 

highly important for large scale production uniformity testing!
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Figure 9: Time resolution across surface of the 4x4 sensor (top). Projections of the resolution vs x for the second row of pads,
averaging over the region 33.6 < y < 35 mm (bottom).

shown in Fig. 2. To measure the same feature in the HPK 3.1 sensor production, we corrected the path-
length o↵sets in each channel, and geometrically overlaid the signal arrival time measurements to visually
enhance the feature around the bonding tab in Fig. 11. After this alignment, it is clear that the signals
arising from protons passing underneath the metalized tab arrive approximately 20 ps earlier than other
signals. The underlying cause for this feature is not entirely understood, but since the CMS and ATLAS
timing detectors will use fully-metalized sensors, the time di↵erence between metalized and non-metalized
regions will not be relevant. Nonetheless, it is an interesting feature to monitor in future studies of sensors
with limited surface metalization.

The studies shown above demonstrate for the first time the operation of a large area, multi-pad LGAD
sensor exposed to a particle beam. We observe a high degree of uniformity of signal amplitude and time
resolution across the sensor surface and reliable operation over a period of several days.

Additionally, several similar sensors were studied with a variation in inter-pad gap width. Fig. 12
shows 1D projections of the hit e�ciency in the immediate vicinity of the inter-pad gaps. Each e�ciency
distribution is fit to a function which is a convolution of a step function representing the true e�ciency, and
a gaussian representing smearing from the tracker spatial resolution. The inter-pad gap is then defined as
the distance between positions of 50% e�ciency on each fit function. The resulting inter-pad gaps are found
to be consistent with the values obtained from laser TCT measurements performed previously [15]. This
demonstrates that inter-pad gaps measured using the benchtop laser are consistent with the inter-pad gaps
measured with particle signals as well. This is an important conclusion, as the benchtop measurements are
generally easier to perform and have higher precision than can be achieved with the test beam.

5. Beta source characterization campaign

The beta source setup allows for much higher volume testing than is possible in the test beam. In this
campaign, 22 HPK 3.1 sensors (as described in Section 2) were characterized with the beta source. One
pad on each sensor was read out using the UCSC board. Each sensor was subjected to a bias voltage
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Figure 14: Distributions of collected charge (left) and arrival time di↵erence (right) observed from a single sensor exposed to
the test beam and the beta source. This sensor has a pad size of 1⇥ 3mm2, is from wafer position P2, and has a nominal
inter-pad gap of 50 microns. It was operated at a bias voltage of 170V and a temperature of -20 C. The legends indicate the
most probable values of the collected charge, and the width of the �T distributions. The width includes contributions from
the LGAD resolution as well as the MCP-PMT reference.
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Figure 15: Comparison of the collected charge (left) and time resolution (right) observed using the test beam and the beta
source for a sequence of measurements with varying bias voltage. The measurements with a bias voltage of 170V correspond
to the distributions shown in Fig. 14. The time resolutions shown includes both the LGAD and MCP-PMT contributions.
The small di↵erence observed at very high charge is used to estimate the additional resolution contribution present in the beta
source setup.
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Figure 19: Risetime and time resolution for the 22 sensors as a function of the collected charge at each bias voltage. The
1⇥ 3mm2 pads have a slightly slower risetime due to the larger capacitance, but similar asymptotic time resolution at high
values of charge. The time resolution values shown have been corrected to remove the MCP-PMT contribution of 15 ps.

5.4. Correspondence with probe CV measurements340

A key challenge for the operation of a large scale timing detector is ensuring all pads on each sensor341

can reach the gain needed to achieve the required time resolution with all pads on each sensor constrained342

to operate at the same bias voltage. Due to the long duration and complexity of the measurement, it343

is not possible to characterize each sensor fully using the beta source telescope during the construction344

phase of the detector. However, probe station measurements for a sample of pads on each sensor are a345

practical alternative for sensor quality characterization. Therefore establishing the relationship between346

charge collection and the probe station measurements allows for e�cient LGAD sensor quality control and347

characterization of uniformity. With the goal of establishing that relationship, the 22 sensors included in348

this campaign were characterized using a probe station in the Torino UFSD lab [17].349

Probe station CV measurements can be used to determine the depletion voltage of the gain layer, which350

indicates the concentration of the gain layer dopant. The CV curves for all 22 sensors are shown in Fig. 20351

(left). Sensors which require a larger voltage to deplete the gain layer should have a larger gain at a given352

bias voltage. To quantify the variation in the depletion voltage of the gain layer, we define a CV transition353

voltage where the capacitance crosses a particular threshold: 75 pF (52 pF) for 1⇥ 3mm2 (1.3⇥ 1.3mm2)354

pad sensors. These capacitance thresholds correspond to roughly the midpoint of the steeply falling portions355

of each curve.356

We study the relationship between the CV transition voltage and the operating voltage of each sensor.357

As was observed in Sec. 5.3, a collected charge of 20 fC ensures 30 ps or better time resolution for the sensors358

produced. The operating voltage is taken to be the bias voltage at which the MPV of the collected charge359

reaches 20 fC. In Fig. 20 (right) we show the CV transition voltage versus the operating voltage for each of360

the sensors studied, where we observe a near linear relationship with few outliers. Therefore, it is possible361

to predict the operating voltage to within a few volts based on the measured CV transition voltage. This362

ability will be a crucial tool for designing the bias voltage distribution scheme and performing sensor quality363

control during the production of the ATLAS and CMS timing detectors.364

For reliable operation of a large sensor, the pad with the smallest gain must reach the desired operating365

gain at a bias voltage less than the breakdown voltage of the pad with the largest gain. For the HPK type366

3.1 batch, the di↵erence between the operational bias voltage and the breakdown voltage is approximately367
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• Leverage diverse set of characterization facilities
1. Fermilab test beam (120 GeV protons): highly detailed information; limited sensor statistics
2. Beta source: high volume testing with MIP signal

LGAD sensor characterization

Beta source: MIP signal available 365 days a year!

Detailed validation of beta source results 
with beam data.

Deep understanding of dozens of 
sensors with beta source

Smaller pads (1.7 mm2): CMS geometry

Larger pads (3 mm2): TP geometry 

Details: arXiv:2104.08369 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.08369
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LGAD radiation tolerance
• Irradiated sensors to 8×1014 and 1.5×1015 neq/cm2 (expected after 3000fb-1)  
• Bias voltage needs to be increased to maintain gain after irradiation 
• Characterization of irradiated sensors shows 40ps time resolution until 

expected end of life at the end of HL-LHC 
• Safe operations according to specs possible with bias <12V/µm, verified in test 

beam

10
5/25/21 Ryan Heller

LGAD radiation tolerance
• Increase bias voltage to maintain gain after irradiation
• Radiation tolerance in latest prototypes: keep 40 ps resolution to end of life.
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LGAD radiation tolerance
• Increase bias voltage to maintain gain after irradiation
• Radiation tolerance in latest prototypes: keep 40 ps resolution to end of life.
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Endcap Timing ReadOut Chip (ETROC)
• Extract precision timing from small LGAD signal (~5fC at end of life) 
• Low power budget of 1W/chip, ~3 mW/channel → low power TDC 
• ASIC contribution to time resolution < 40ps

11

142 Chapter 3. The Endcap Timing Layer
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Figure 3.51: ETROC top level data readout block diagram.

Figure 3.52: Event or readout buffer data format.

variable length. The data includes a 16-bit header, a 12-bit BCID (Bunch Crossing ID), a 4-
bit length indicator and data section for timing information from pixel hits. Each data block
coming from one pixel includes an 8-bit pixel address, 10-bits of TOA data, 9-bit TOT data and
5-bit (or 6-bit) TDC calibration data.

3.3.8.1 Pixel readout components

In each pixel the preamplifier amplifies the signal from the sensor. Then the discriminator dig-
itizes the analog pulse with the proper threshold. The TDC circuit measures the time of arrival
(TOA) relative to the master clock and also the time over threshold (TOT) of the digital pulse.
With every input hit the TDC circuit produces calibration (CAL) data and thus no dedicated
calibration mode is required for the TDC delay line.

Immediately following each pixel’s TDC circuit is a block of static RAM called the “hit buffer”.
The hit buffer stores a “valid” flag, TOA data, TOT data, and CAL data at each bunch crossing,
as shown in Fig. 3.52. If there is no hit, nothing is actually written into the hit buffer, and a write

16x16 pixel array

Readout

low power TDC
PreAmp / Disc

Details: arXiv:2011.01222 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.01222
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Test Beam Setup at FTBF in FY21

9/13/2021 Zhenyu Ye @ UIC 2

LGAD

Test beam setup with fully remote monitoring and controlling
• Beam telescope made of 3 bump-bonded ETROC1+LGAD devices, with clock and control signals from HMC7044 and KC705
• ETROC1 discriminator monitored on scope; temperature and LGAD bias voltages and currents were recorded
• For each ETROC1, one chosen pixel TDC output (TOA_code, TOT_code, CAL_code ) is readout continuously into KC705 

and buffered in the FPGA while waiting for trigger.
• Single hit resolutions are calculated from the differences in the TOA measured among the three devices

Setup: hardware assembled by Chris Edwards (FNAL)/Zhenyu Ye (UIC), firmware by Wei Zhang / Datao Gong (SMU) et al.

120 GeV proton

19 mm

Ch1 (B1) Ch2 (C, F) Ch3 (B2)

19 mm

!! = 0.5 & !!"# + !!$# − !"$#

ETROC prototypes
• ETROC0: single analog channel to test core front-end analog performance  
• ETROC1 (4x4 pixels, ETROC0 + TDC)  + LGAD sensor tests in test beam 

during first half of 2021 
• 70M triggered events 
• ~42ps single-hit timing resolution 

• Upcoming ETROC2: full size 16x16,  
full functionality
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Test Beam Setup at FTBF in FY21

9/13/2021 Zhenyu Ye @ UIC 2

LGAD

Test beam setup with fully remote monitoring and controlling
• Beam telescope made of 3 bump-bonded ETROC1+LGAD devices, with clock and control signals from HMC7044 and KC705
• ETROC1 discriminator monitored on scope; temperature and LGAD bias voltages and currents were recorded
• For each ETROC1, one chosen pixel TDC output (TOA_code, TOT_code, CAL_code ) is readout continuously into KC705 

and buffered in the FPGA while waiting for trigger.
• Single hit resolutions are calculated from the differences in the TOA measured among the three devices

Setup: hardware assembled by Chris Edwards (FNAL)/Zhenyu Ye (UIC), firmware by Wei Zhang / Datao Gong (SMU) et al.

120 GeV proton

19 mm

Ch1 (B1) Ch2 (C, F) Ch3 (B2)

19 mm

!! = 0.5 & !!"# + !!$# − !"$#

E-by-E 
CAL_code

Event-by-Event versus Constant CAL_code

Zhenyu Ye @ UIC 10

δTOA before TWC δTOA after TWC

9/13/2021

B1 B2 C0
Event-by-Event CAL_code 63.2 62.2 61.1
Constant CAL_code 56.6 60.0 59.1

Constant
CAL_code

E-by-E 
CAL_code

Constant
CAL_code

Single-hit timing resolution (ps) before TWC Single-hit timing resolution (ps) after TWC
B1 B2 C0

Event-by-Event CAL_code 44.7 41.9 45.6
Constant CAL_code 42.0 41.3 42.7

Preliminary results for APS21
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ETROC1 test beam

13

LGAD+ETROC1 – Preliminary Test Beam Results

9/13/21 Ted Liu, CMS ETROC1 14

!! = 0.5 & !!"# + !!$# − !"$#

120 GeV proton Beam 

Ch 3   2   1

LGAD

Three ETROC1 Boards telescope

From preliminary analysis of the data from 
ongoing beam test at FNAL, the time 
resolution of each LGAD+ETROC1 layer 
has reached:  

~ 42 – 46 ps
(with LGAD HV=230V for all three channels)

ch1 (pixel 5)ch3 (pixel 9) ch2 (pixel 5)

beam

Clock 
distribution

ETROC1 4x4 H-tree 
clock distribution within chip

Internal clock distribution                               < 10     

LGAD+ preamp/discriminator + TDC bin       35

Time-walk correction residual                        < 10 

System clock distribution                                < 15   

Per hit total time resolution                            41  

Per track (2 hits) total time resolution           29

ETL Time resolution 
Simulation vs  spec

(unit: ps)

50 ps

35 ps

This measured time resolution includes all four contributions in the table

LGAD+ETROC1 – Preliminary Test Beam Results

9/13/21 Ted Liu, CMS ETROC1 14
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120 GeV proton Beam 

Ch 3   2   1

LGAD

Three ETROC1 Boards telescope

From preliminary analysis of the data from 
ongoing beam test at FNAL, the time 
resolution of each LGAD+ETROC1 layer 
has reached:  

~ 42 – 46 ps
(with LGAD HV=230V for all three channels)

ch1 (pixel 5)ch3 (pixel 9) ch2 (pixel 5)

beam

Clock 
distribution

ETROC1 4x4 H-tree 
clock distribution within chip

Internal clock distribution                               < 10     

LGAD+ preamp/discriminator + TDC bin       35

Time-walk correction residual                        < 10 

System clock distribution                                < 15   

Per hit total time resolution                            41  

Per track (2 hits) total time resolution           29

ETL Time resolution 
Simulation vs  spec

(unit: ps)

50 ps

35 ps

This measured time resolution includes all four contributions in the table
includes all 4 contributions from the table → in good agreement

with simulation and specs!

ETROC1 simulation TDR specification
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ETROC1 readout tests
• ETROC1 module used with realistic readout chain through BTL based board 
• Use charge injection to produce S-curves, see similar behavior to initial 

ETROC1 tests 
• TOA jitter introduced by power board prototype under control with proper filters 

14Chris Madrid10/25/213

ETROC
Module

Readout 
Board

Power
Board

lpGBT
CC Board

ETROC
Module

Chris Madrid10/25/21

Reproducing ETROC1 Results: S-Curve

• Quick validation of setup showing similar results shown by others
• Once we got TDC mode working we attempted to reproduce results shown by Quan
• In general we see the same trends and overall results
• With a good reference we can now switch to using the power board for the ETROC1

4
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Modules
• Modules are based on 4 16x16 pixel LGAD sensors, bump bonded to one 

ETROC each 
• Sensors are glued on AlN baseplate and in thermal contact with the cooling 

disk at -20°C 
• Studying a “flipped” design of sensor and ETRC wrt initial proposal, wire bonds 

to PCB 
• Modules are directly connected to multi-module readout board that sits on top

15

AlN baseplate
16x16 pixel LGAD sensor
ETROC, bump bonded to sensor

PCB with connectors to ETL readout board
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Services
• Readout board based on CERNs rad-hard Low Power Gigabit Transceiver 

(lpGBT) and Optical Link Module (VTRx+) 
• Prototype v1 (first in realistic form factor) works with ETROC2 emulator, can 

test full readout chain

16

Preliminary data format

Random hit pattern

generated in ETROC2 emulator,

read out through readout board,

software based data unpacker

ETROC2 emulators:

“modules”

Readout board prototype

on interposer boards
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The ETL detector
• Strong effort to combine inputs from studies into a complete detector design and 

layout: ~8000 modules (4 sensors each) on 2 endcaps. ~8M channels in total 
• Each detector consists of 2 disks with front and back face instrumented 
• Modules + front end electronics and services need to fit in very tight 

mechanical envelope!

17

N. Koss (CERN)
06/12/2021
MTD meeting, CMS week

Update on ETL mechanics
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Summary and Outlook
• LGAD sensors well suitable for CMS 

timing in the endcap layer 
• Intrinsic LGAD time resolution of 30ps 
• Time resolution according to specs 

until end of life 
• ETROC prototypes and emulators have 

been extensively tested, development of 
fully functional ETROC2 currently being 
finalized 

• Front end electronics based on radiation 
hard CERN components well advanced 

• Challenging mechanical engineering of 
the full detector system is progressing 
well 

• Common MTD DAQ system is being 
developed together with barrel detector

18

Ryan Heller5/25/21

Summary
• CMS MTD on track to be first-of-its kind 

hermetic timing detector

• Mature design established through 
extensive prototyping and testing

• Key system tests forthcoming

• Transition towards procurements and 
high-volume production
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